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October 2019 - Los Angeles, California & Paris, France
“These IndieCade developers are changing the way we game.” -

NPR

“IndieCade, the
video game
industry’s
Sundance”
Los Angeles Times
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OCTOBER 10-12, 2019 marks the 13th Annual IndieCade Festival
IndieCade is the premiere gathering of independent developers and their supporters — with a
dynamic conference, summits, practical workshops, exhibitions, appearances, previews of new work,
signature gameplay activities and more. For the 2019 edition join thousands of independent
developers, creative industry leaders, students, and other up-and-coming developers for the most
forward-looking, inspirational, and comprehensive independent game event of the year.

“IndieCade is a defining
moment for the
independent game
community.”
MSNBC
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PLAY & EXPERIENCE
New work is the core of the IndieCade Festival. Attendees come from far-and-wide to play the best,
brightest, and most innovative games and meet the creators first hand.
Discover new talent, new voices, and new experiences.
Celebrate the future of games with experiences found only at IndieCade.

“A Hugely Successful
Event .. a force of its
own ”
NPR
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CONNECT
Attendees come to IndieCade prepared to connect! IndieCade offers a myriad of meeting and
networking opportunities ranging from carefully curated introductions to ensure the best and most
productive interactions designed to meet sponsor needs based on your specifications, to casual social
opportunities throughout the event. Networking opportunities include promotion and distribution of
your company’s information to clearly identified and key targeted attendees.

“The international
festival of independent
video games known as
IndieCade is the
Sundance of its field,
the East Coast offshoot
the Tribeca… a vital
incubator of new ideas
—and the technologies
with which to
implement them.”
The New Yorker
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EXHIBIT
IndieCade’s Festival Grounds provide an opportunity to show off your work and your company. This
exhibition area provides a focused opportunity to reach the broad and coveted constituencies that
attend this flagship event, and make meaningful connections with leading developers and stakeholders
across the independent community. In order to make this most effective, IndieCade offers an extremely
limited number of exhibition opportunities and deeply integrated / native activations.

“Film festivals have
launched the careers of
many ... now video game
festivals are doing the
same. .... Indie games take
off”
Forbes
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SPEAK
IndieCade hosts a robust developer summit, conference sessions, workshops, artist talks, round tables,
birds-of-a-feather conversations, and forums. These sessions are carefully curated for maximum
impact. IndieCade has a limited number of coveted speaking, moderating or hosting opportunities
within these tracks available for sponsorship.

“IndieCade billed (as
the) “video game
Sundance” lived up to
this reputation.”
Joystiq
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INVENT
Create and sponsor a new or custom award. Devise a game jam, a game creation event, or a hands-on
activity based on your goals. Be a part of NightGames, Flash Jams, Game Slams, and so many more
signature activations, with your products. IndieCade’s creative team will work with you to create,
implement, and run the activations of your dreams! Activations are limited only by your imagination.

“At IndieCade there is a
palpable feeling of
inspiration in the air”
Huffington Post
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SOCIALIZE
Socializing is integral to IndieCade. Build your relationship with the community/developers.
IndieCade provides ample opportunities to host coffee and pastries, pizza and beer, cocktail
receptions, lunches, and even Award and Night Games parties! Hosting and co-hosting opportunities
are available for your targeted audience and coordinated specifically to include introductions, displays
and an opportunity to get your brand/name/company out to the community!!

“Games grow up at
IndieCade Festival”
Yahoo!
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INSPIRE
A key descriptor for IndieCade is inspirational. Attendees are desperate to bring some of this memorable
experience home with them via swag and merchandise. Official items are coveted. Not only are these
items effective branding, they can be seen at every game event and beyond as independent game
developers wear their bags, buttons, and shirts proudly year after year. IndieCade is the ideal forum to
integrate your brand into this effective tradition. Items, such as lanyards, shirts, and bags are available for
branding, as well as prizes for our various competitions and events.

ATTENDEE DEMOGRAPHICS
While strongly representing the core 18-35 demographic, participants at IndieCade have long
reflected a far more diverse audience than one typically seen at game events. This educated
audience is more reflective of creation and consumption patterns setting the trends for the
future.

Age
< 18
26-35

18-25
35+

17% 6%

41%

A coveted group of
game makers and
enthusiasts:
85%+ attendees are
active game creators

37%

35% attendees have
attended more than
one year

Income
< $50,000
$50,000 - $100,000
> $100,000

18%
47%
35%

Education
High School Grad
Undergraduate
Graduate
Other

30%

1%11%

58%

86% of attendees
travel (to Los Angeles,
to California, to the
United States) to
attend IndieCade

FESTIVAL SUCCESSES
Independent game creation around the world has grown exponentially over the entirety of the
life of the festival. From a simple 98 submissions in the first year of our event to now with
thousands of submissions. The breadth, depth, quality, and technical sophistication of the
games have increased exponentially.

Meetings & Networking
IndieCade has successfully worked directly with a
variety of platforms and publishers, curating and
coordinating specific and successfully
targeted
introductions.
Hundreds of games and developer relationships have
been executed. Specifically on Nintendo platforms,
Oculus, and PlayStation Network (more than 80% of
indie games on the network have IndieCade
connections). Additionally many smaller publishers as
well as groups like Facebook and Amazon.

Developer Outreach
IndieCade’s developer outreached has grown
internationally and effectively. There is a
25% increase from 2014.
362% increase over the past five years.
2012
2018
0
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Cumulatively over the
past four years:
More than a thousand
custom curated and
specifically targeted
meetings
45% growth
of active developer
attendees
52% increase in game
submissions
40% increase in
publishing success
stories

IMPRESSIONS & MEDIA COVERAGE
More than 250 registered press were onsite across the 2018 festival to write
reviews, blog postings, articles, and social media coverage.
So far the articles, blog postings, and reviews based on festival content have reached
more than 14 million.
PRINT: 3 Million +
Social Media : 12 Million +

“IndieCade itself is
an agent of change.”

“IndieCade billed (as
the) “video game
Sundance” lives up to
its reputation.”
Engadget
“A Hugely Successful
Event ..a force of its own”

IndieCade Loves it’s
Friends. Over the past
four years:
90% retention of
sponsorships,
partnerships, and
exhibitors from yearto year

IndieCade

www.IndieCade.com +1.310.999.1054 sbarish@indiecade.com
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We look forward to the opportunity to partner with you!
IndieCade: The International Festival of Independent Games
1081 Amoroso Place
Venice, CA 90291
www.IndieCade.com
Stephanie Barish: sbarish@indiecade.com or +1.310.999.1054

